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RECOMMENDATION SPANISH FOR FAMILIES 

ONLINE 

“Martha Jesty develops rapport well with my children -8 and 5- by being friendly 

and showing an interest in them. They enjoy the puppets, music part of session. 

It was good for the children to get items such as fruit / vegetables in the home as 

this helps engagement. Martha’s knowledge of teaching methodology is very good 

and she is clear to myself as a parent about what is required to support my 

children with their ongoing learning. 

I have been impressed as to how much could be learnt in 20 minutes and by 

continued practice at home. It is helpful to learn together as a family. We have all 

been using it functionally across the day and enjoying speaking another language. 

It is advantageous to learn together and being online is easy to access without 

the time spent travelling. Within term time we would not have had the 

opportunity to learn Spanish unless online, based on our previous routine. We 

would be happy to continue online learning but perhaps also having an 

opportunity to do face to face events now and again when this is possible. We 

appreciate Martha’s time to teach us some Spanish.” Mrs Caroline Burns 

 

FACE TO FACE 

“Thank you so much for the class/party it was very well received and enjoyed by 

all. My daughter and her friends had a great time and all appeared to joining in 

and enjoying their time with you;  none of the parents had considered it as a 

learning option so it was quite new to many there, but all commented on how 

much fun it had been and how hard you worked!” Kathryn Yates 

 

“I watched Martha Jesty take the class with a group of children including my own. 

She was full of enthusiasm and energy and had all the children constantly 

involved in the games. They thoroughly enjoyed it and I would highly recommend 

her, she has a natural way with children and they had lots of fun.”  

Christine Mendl 

 


